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Every edding a  specia l is t

Unsurpassed quality, complete reliability and boundless creativity are what make every 

edding so special. For 47 years, edding has been the brand of expertise for markers 

"made in Germany". Market orientation and customer focus are our guiding principles. 

We see ourselves as an innovative partner and problem solver, catering for the marking 

and writing needs of a host of different target groups. For special applications, edding 

has the perfect solution.

We know our target groups and offer a wide range of high-quality writing implements 

and markers for all manner of different fields, be it in industry, in the office or for visual 

communication, hobby users or DIY jobs. In fact, we have around 150 edding “specialists” 

which, thanks to their own unique features, ensure optimum performance on virtually 

any surface, in almost any environment.

Unique: the edding Retractable family. These markers have a mechanical push-button system 

for single-handed operation. And if it’s specialist markers you’re after, the edding 8850 

carpenter pen is an example of just one of our latest innovations in this field. Trend-

setting products, such as the face painter and the edding mini marker, also provide 

diversity and extend the edding range. Thanks to the brilliant colours available, 

the creative opportunities are endless. Paint markers, deco markers, t-shirt markers and 

gel rollers come in a vast array of shades and colours, offering a wealth of different creative 

design possibilities - whether on paper or any other material. Not only that: we also 

offer an impressive selection of pens, such as the edding 1700 VARIO series, which are 

both highly practical and convenient to use.

As specialists in felt and fibre-tip pens and markers, we are consistently developing our 

range for specific applications. Not only does this make us an innovative partner for you, 

it also means we can retain and develop our market position world-wide.
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*xxx = the last 3 digits of the order number indicate the requested ink colour · Colour chart and key to symbols see on page 63.6

edding retract 11 

Permanent marker with bullet tip 
and push-button mechanism,
permanent, low-odour ink.

Permanent marker without cap. Reveal tip 
by simply pressing the push-button at the 
end of the marker. Retract tip by pressing 
the catch in the clip or by raising the clip slightly. 
New retractable seal system prevents the marker 
from drying out when the tip is retracted.

Colours: 001-004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-11xxx*

PERMANENT MARKERS
High-quality classics from edding, ideal for writing, marking and labelling almost all materials, including metal,
plastic and glass. Light-fast, quick-drying ink. Waterproof and wear-resistant on almost all surfaces. All models refillable.
Low-odour ink with no added toluene / xylene.

004003002001

From aviation through to surgery and metalworking: with a host 
of special markers on offer, edding has the right solution for 
almost any area of application and any surface. At the head of
the pack sits the edding permanent marker. Synonymous with 
a whole generation of markers, it is available in a particularly 
wide selection of stroke widths and colours.

INDUSTRY

~1.5–3 mm
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Carton/Paper Glass Plastic Wood Foil Metal Stone Leather

edding 2000/2000 C 

Permanent marker with bullet tip,
permanent, low-odour ink.

edding 2000
Colours: 001–010, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-2000xxx*

Colours: 001–010 assorted. Order no.  
Box of 10. 4-2000999

edding 2000 C
Colours: 001–004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-2000Cxxx*

2000 C/4 S Wallet of 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-2000C-4

3000 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-3000N

009008007 010006005004003002001

edding 2200/2200 C 

Permanent marker with chisel tip,
permanent, low-odour ink.

edding 2200
Colours: 001–010, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-2200xxx*

Colours: 001–010 assorted. Order no.  
Box of 10. 4-2200999

edding 2200 C
Colours: 001–004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-2200Cxxx*

No.1/3300 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-3300N

009008007 010006005004003002001

~1.5–3 mm
004003002001

004003002001
~1–5 mm

edding No.1 

Permanent marker with chisel tip,
permanent, low-odour ink. 

Colours: 001–004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-1xxx*

No.1/3300 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-3300N 004003002001

~1–5 mm

edding comfort 3 

Permanent marker with bullet tip
and comfortable rubber grip,
permanent, low-odour ink. 

Colours: 001–004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-C3xxx*

3000 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-3000N

~1.5–3 mm

004003002001
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edding 500 

Permanent marker with chisel tip,
permanent, low-odour ink. 

Colours: 001–010, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-500xxx*

Colours: 001–010 assorted. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-500999

500 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-500N

edding 404 

Permanent marker with bullet tip,
permanent, low-odour ink.

Colours: 001–004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-404xxx*

Colour 001 is document-proof. 

404 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-404N

~0.75 mm

004003002001

~2–7 mm

009008007 010006005004003002001

~4–12 mm

007006005004003002001

edding 550 

Permanent marker with bullet tip,
permanent, low-odour ink. 

Colours: 001–004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-550xxx*

550 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-550N ~3–4 mm

004003002001

edding 400 

Permanent marker with bullet tip,
permanent, low-odour ink. 

Colours: 001–010, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-400xxx*

Colours: 001–010 assorted. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-400999

400/4 S Wallet of 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-400-4

400/10 S Box with 10 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–010. 4-400-10

400 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-400N

~1 mm

009008007 010006005004003002001

edding 800 

Permanent marker 
with chisel tip,
permanent, low-odour ink. 

Colours: 001–007, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 5 in each colour. 4-800xxx*

Colours: 001–005 assorted. Order no. 
Box of 5. 4-800999

800 N-A Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-800N
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edding 850  

Permanent marker 
with chisel tip,
permanent, 
low-odour ink.  

Colours: 001–004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 5 in each colour. 4-850xxx*

850 N-A Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-850N

~5–16 mm

004003002001

010009008007006005004003002001

004003002001

004003002001

004003002001

004003002001

Refill ink for edding permanent markers 

Permanent, low-odour ink in bottles with pouring device. 
For refilling the permanent markers edding comfort 3, 
2000/2000 C, 2200/2200 C, No.1, 400, 404, 500, 550, 
800, 850, 353, 370, 390. 
Also suitable for direct application with 
paintbrushes, quills, stencils and stamps. 

edding T 25

Contents 30 ml. 

Colours: 001–010. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-T25xxx*

edding T 100 

Contents 100 ml. 

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-T100xxx*

edding T 1000 

Permanent, low-odour ink for refilling 
large quantities of permanent markers. 
Also suitable for direct application with paintbrushes, 
quills, stencils and stamps. 

Contents 1000 ml. 

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Bottle of 1 in each colour. 4-T1000xxx*

edding V 100 

Thinner for refill ink 
edding T 25, T 100, T 1000. 

Contents 100 ml.

Colour: 100. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-V100100

edding MTK 25 

Permanent, low-odour ink in a bottle 
with capillary system. 
For refilling the permanent markers edding comfort 3, 
2000/2000 C, 2200/2200 C, No.1, 400, 404, 300, 
330, 370. Simply insert the tip of the marker into the 
refill bottle and after a few minutes it is ready to use.

Contents 25 ml. 

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-MTK25xxx*

edding RMTK 25 

Permanent, low-odour ink in a bottle 
with capillary system. 
For refilling the edding retract 11 permanent markers. 
Simply insert the extended tip of the marker into the refill 
bottle and after a short time your marker is ready to use.

Contents 25 ml. 

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-RMTK25xxx*
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edding 300 

Permanent marker with bullet tip,
permanent, low-odour ink. 

Colours: 001–010, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-300xxx*

300/4 S Wallet of 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-300-4

009008007 010006005004003002001

~1.5–3 mm

edding 330 

Permanent marker with chisel tip,
permanent, low-odour ink. 

Colours: 001–010, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-330xxx*

330/4 S Wallet of 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-330-4

009008007 010006005004003002001

~1–5 mm

edding 353 

Permanent marker with chisel tip,
permanent, low-odour ink. 

Colours: 001–004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-353xxx*

~2–7 mm

004003002001

edding 370 

Permanent marker with bullet tip,
permanent, low-odour ink.

Colours: 001–004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-370xxx*

~1 mm

004003002001

edding 390 

Permanent marker 
with chisel tip,
permanent, 
low-odour ink. 

Colours: 001–004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-390xxx*

~4–12 mm

004003002001
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PAINT MARKERS
Pigment Ink with no added toluene / xylene. Waterproof, quick-drying ink. Ink flow regulated by a special valve.
Excellent adhesion, even on smooth and porous surfaces. High wear resistance on almost all surfaces. Heat resistant 
up to 400° C (colours 005-010, 049, 054 still visible up to 1000° C).

edding 750 paint marker 

Paint marker with bullet tip,
permanent, low-odour pigment ink providing 
an opaque lacquer finish. 

For highly opaque marking of virtually 
all materials such as glass, plastic, 
wood and metal. Also especially good 
on dark and transparent materials.

Colours: 001–010, 049, 053–055. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-750xxx*

Colours: 001–010 assorted. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-750999

750 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-750N

edding 751 paint marker 

Paint marker with bullet tip,
permanent, low-odour pigment ink providing 
an opaque lacquer finish. 

For highly opaque marking of virtually 
all materials such as glass, plastic, 
wood and metal. Also especially good 
on dark and transparent materials.

Colours: 001–010, 049, 053–055. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-751xxx*

Colours: 001–010 assorted. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-751999

751 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-751N

010 055009 054008 053007 049006005004003002001

~1–2 mm

010 055009 054008 053007 049006005004003002001

~2–4 mm

edding 780 paint marker 

Paint marker with metal-framed bullet tip, 
permanent, low-odour pigment ink providing 
an opaque lacquer finish. 

For highly opaque marking of virtually 
all materials such as glass, plastic, 
wood and metal. Also especially good 
on dark and transparent materials.

Colours: 001–004, 049, 053–055. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-780xxx*

780 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-780N

~0.8 mm

edding 8700 jumbo paint marker 

Paint marker with extra-
wide chisel tip, permanent, 
low-odour pigment ink 
providing an opaque 
lacquer finish. 

For highly opaque marking of virtually 
all materials such as glass, plastic, 
wood and metal. Also especially good 
on dark and transparent materials.

Colours: 049, 053, 054. Order no.
Box of 5 in each colour. 4-8700xxx*

~5–18 mm

054053049

054 055053049004003002001
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edding 950 industry painter 

Highly permanent colour paste 
with excellent opacity, which is lightfast, 
smudge-proof and water-resistant after drying.

Ideal for use on rough surfaces, 
unclean materials and rusty metals.

Colours: 001–003, 005, 049.  Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-950xxx*

Colours: 001–003, 005, 049 assorted. Order no. 
Box of 10, 2 each colour. 4-950999

edding 8010 x-ray marker 

Radiograph marker 
with metal-framed bullet tip,
permanent, low-odour ink 
with opaque lacquer finish.

For lettering and marking X-ray films.

Colour: 049. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-8010049

12

SPECIALIST MARKERS
For specific marking and labelling applications. High-quality ink – specially adapted to the requirements of each 
application.

049

~0,8 mm

003002

~1 mm

005003002001 049

~10 mm

edding 8020 skin marker 

Skin marker with bullet tip,
permanent, low-odour ink. 

For writing and marking in radiology and 
radiotherapy environments.
Also for use by surgeons and dermatologists.

Colours: 002, 003. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-8020xxx*
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edding 8030 NLS high-tech marker 

NLS marker with bullet tip,
permanent, low-odour ink
with low halogen content. 

For low corrosion marking.

Colours: 002, 003. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-8030xxx*

edding 8300 industry permanent marker 

Permanent marker with bullet tip,
highly permanent ink. 

Ideal for writing on greasy and dusty surfaces.

Colours: 001–003. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-8300xxx*

edding 8404 aerospace marker 

Aerospace marker with bullet tip,
permanent, low-odour, water-based 
pigment ink, lightfast, smudge-proof 
and water-resistant after drying.

Low-corrosion, resistant to many solvents 
and paints. Ideal for writing on components.
Approved by British Aerospace to 
ABP 9-3323 Class A.

Colour: 001. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-8404001

edding 8750 industry paint marker 

Paint marker with bullet tip,
highly permanent pigment ink, 
with opaque lacquer finish.

Ideal for writing on greasy and 
dusty surfaces.

Colours: 001–006, 049. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-8750xxx*

003002

~1,5-3 mm

003002001

~1,5-3 mm

001

~0,75 mm

~2-4 mm

049006005004003002001
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edding 345

Highlighter with chisel tip,
water-based ink with brilliant colours,
suitable for use on ink-jet documents.

Copylighter: colour 012 (silver grey) is ideal for 
photocopying purposes. This means that both the 
emphasised text and the highlighting itself are still
highly legible after having been copied. Colour 012 
is also particularly suitable for subtle text emphasis.

Neon colours: 
002, 005, 006, 009–012, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-345xxx*

Neon colours assorted: 
4x 005, 1x 006, 1x 009, 2x 010, 2x 011. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-345999

All packs can be used as mini display units.

345/2 S Wallet with 2 markers. Order no.
Colours: 005+006. 4-345-2-5-6
Colours: 005+009. 4-345-2-5-9
Colours: 005+010. 4-345-2-5-10
Colours: 005+011. 4-345-2-5-11

345/2 CS Copy set, wallet with 2 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 005+012. 4-345-2-5-12

345/4 S Wallet with 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 005, 009, 010, 011. 4-345-4

345/6 S Wallet with 6 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 005, 006, 009, 010, 011, 012. 4-345-6

14

HIGHLIGHTERS
Particularly ideal for marking and highlighting sections of text and notices, for example in letters, minutes, tables, books,
magazines, brochures, timetables and atlases, as well as for almost all types of copier and fax paper.

~2–5 mm

006 012005 011002 010009

OFFICE
A drab, dreary office environment? It doesn’t have to be this way! 
With its assortment of different highlighters, fineliners, gel rollers 
and ink rollers, edding can add a veritable splash of colour to your 
desk. Unstinting in their job of reducing text to the bare essentials 
or highlighting tasks and dates, many of these writing implements 
contain indelible ink - which means they are acceptable for use on 
official documents. By the way: for the sake of the environment, 
many of our products can be refilled. Quickly and easily.
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edding 66/76 

Highlighter with chisel tip,
water-based ink with brilliant colours. 

edding 76 cap with stainless-steel clip.

Neon colours: 002, 005, 010, 011. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-66xxx*

4-76xxx*

011010005002

~1–4 mm

edding 230 

Highlighter with chisel tip,
water-based ink with brilliant colours. 

Neon colours: 
002, 005, 006, 009, 010, 011. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-230xxx*

Refill cartridge system.

To activate insert cartridge, shake pen 
and after approx. 3 mins it is ready to use.
Refill when completely dry.

011010009006005002
~1–5 mm

edding retract 34 

Highlighter with chisel tip
and push-button mechanism,
water-based ink with brilliant colours. 

Highlighter without cap. Reveal tip by simply pressing 
the push-button at the end of the marker. Retract tip 
by pressing the catch in the clip or by raising the clip 
slightly. New retractable seal system prevents the 
marker from drying out when the tip is retracted.

Neon colours: 005, 009, 011, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-34xxx

011009005

~1.5–4 mm

edding 340 

Highlighter with chisel tip,
water-based ink with brilliant colours. 

Neon colours: 
002, 005, 006, 009, 010, 011, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-340xxx*

340/383 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-340383N

011010009006005002

~2–5 mm
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edding 85 office roller F 

Rollerball with metal-framed roller tip,
water-based ink.

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-85xxx*

FINELINERS AND 
INK ROLLERS DISPOSABLE

For writing and signing. Rollerball suitable for use on carbon paper. Fine tips – most are metal-shrouded for protection.

004003002001

~0.5 mm

edding 88 office liner F 

Fineliner with round tip,
water-based ink.

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-88xxx*

004003002001

~0.6 mm

edding 89 office liner EF 

Fineliner with metal-framed round tip,
water-based ink.

Colours: 001–010. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-89xxx*

89/10 S Wallet with 10 pens. Order no. 
Colours: 001–010. 4-89-10

~0.3 mm

009008007 010006005004003002001

Refill ink and cartridges for edding highlighters

edding HTK 25 

Water-based ink in a bottle 
with capillary system. For refilling 
the edding highlighters 340 and 345.

Simply place the pen with the point down 
in the refill bottle and after a few minutes 
the pen is ready for use.

Contents 25 ml.

Neon colours: 002, 005, 006, 009–012. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-HTK25xxx*

edding RHTK 25

Water-based ink in a bottle 
with capillary system. For refilling 
the edding retract 34 highlighter.

Simply insert the extended tip of the marker 
into the refill bottle and after a short time 
your marker is ready to use.

Contents 25 ml. 

Neon colours: 005, 009, 011. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-RHTK25xxx*

edding 23 

Cartridge for refilling the highlighter edding 230. 

Pull out empty cartridge and press in new 
cartridge. Shake pen, after approx. 3 minutes 
it is ready to write again.

Neon colours: 
002, 005, 006, 009, 010, 011. Order no. 
Box of 5 in each colour. 4-23xxx* 

006 012005 011002 010009

006005 011002 010009

005 011009
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LIQUID-INK-PENS
Ink-feed system for flowing, even handwriting. Large-capacity reservoir means ink will last a long time before 
you need to refill. Small window for checking the ink level. Elegantly-shaped design with practical clip.

edding 67/77 roller 

Rollerball with metal-framed roller tip,
water-based ink.

edding 77: cap with stainless-steel clip.

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-67xxx*

4-77xxx*

004003002001

edding 68/78 liner 

Fineliner with round tip,
water-resistant, lightfast pigment ink.

Ideal for documents and signing.

edding 78: cap with stainless-steel clip.

Colours: 001–004, document-proof. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-68xxx*

4-78xxx*

004003002001

edding 69/79 microtec 

Rollerball with metal-framed micro-roller tip,
water-based ink. 

edding 79: cap with stainless-steel clip.

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-69xxx*

4-79xxx*

004003002001

edding 66/76 highlighter

Highlighter with chisel tip,
water-based ink with brilliant colours. 

Suitable for virtually all copier and fax papers.

edding 76: cap with stainless-steel clip.

Neon colours: 002, 005, 010, 011. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-66xxx*

4-76xxx*

011010005002

~1–4 mm

~0.6 mm

~0.4 mm

~0.4 mm
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edding 1700 VARIO fineliner 

Fineliner with metal-framed 
plastic tip and soft grip zone 
in 2 barrel colours. 
Comes complete with 
edding 1706 M VARIO cartridge.

Colours of ink: 001–004.

Barrel colour white, 
colours of ink: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-1700-4xxx*

Barrel colour red, 
colours of ink: 001, 003. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-1700-4V1xxx*

Refillable using all cartridges in the 
edding 1700 VARIO series and almost 
all standard European cartridges.

18

FINELINER, INK ROLLER 
AND GEL ROLLERS

Particularly good for smooth, effortless and flowing writing and signing. Ink rollers also for copying. Water-based 
gel ink. All models refillable with edding cartridges.

004003002001

~0.5 mm

edding 1700 VARIO roller 

Rollerball with metal-framed
roller tip and soft grip zone. 
Comes complete with 
edding 1707 R VARIO cartridge.

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-1700-4Rxxx*

Colours 001–003 are document-proof.

Refillable using all cartridges in the 
edding 1700 VARIO series and almost 
all standard European cartridges.

004003002001

~0.5 mm

edding 1700 VARIO gel 

Gel roller with metal-framed
roller tip and soft grip zone.
Water-based gel ink for precise 
and smooth writing. 
Comes complete with 
edding 1708 VARIO gel cartridge.

Colours: 001–004, 
053–055, 073, 074, 078, 079. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-1700-4Gxxx*

Refillable using all cartridges in the 
edding 1700 VARIO series and almost 
all standard European cartridges.

004 053 054 055 073 074 078 079003002001

~0.7 mm
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edding 1600 europe 

Fineliner with plastic tip. 
Comes complete with edding 1601 M cartridge.

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-1600Mxxx*

Fineliner with metal-framed plastic tip.
Comes complete with edding 1603 F cartridge.

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-1600Fxxx*

004003002001

~0.5+0.3 mm

edding refills

edding 1702 F VARIO 
Cartridge with metal-framed plastic tip,
stroke width approx. 0.3 mm.

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-1702xxx*

edding 1706 M VARIO 
Cartridge with metal-framed plastic tip,
stroke width approx. 0.5 mm.

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-1706xxx*

edding 1707 R VARIO 
Cartridge with metal-framed roller tip,
stroke width approx. 0.5 mm.

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-1707xxx*

edding 1708 VARIO gel 
Cartridge with metal-framed roller tip,
stroke width approx. 0.7 mm.

Colours: 001–004, 
053–055, 073, 074, 078, 079. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-1708xxx*

edding 1601 M 
Cartridge with plastic tip,
stroke width approx. 0.5 mm.

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-1601xxx*

edding 1603 F 
Cartridge with metal-framed plastic tip,
stroke width approx. 0.3 mm.

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-1603xxx*

004003002001

004003002001

004003002001

004003002001

004003002001

004 053 054 055 073 074 078 079003002001

edding 2190 gel roller

Gel roller with metal-framed roller tip,
push-button mechanism and rubber grip, 
water-based gel ink. 

Colours: 001–004, 
053–055, 073, 074, 078, 079. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-1700-4Gxxx*

Refillable with cartridge edding 1708 VARIO gel.

2190/4 S Wallet of 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-2190-4

2190/7 S Wallet of 7 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 053–055, 073, 074, 078, 079. 4-2190-7

004 053 054 055 073 074 078 079003002001

~0.7 mm
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PERMANENT MARKERS
Particularly ideal for writing, marking and labelling almost all materials, including plastic, metal and glass. Light-fast,
quick-drying ink. Waterproof and wear-resistant on almost all surfaces. Low-odour ink without added xylene or toluene.

edding 30 brilliant paper marker

Pigment marker with bullet tip,
permanent, lightfast, low-odour,
water-based pigment ink.

Colours: 001–008, 
refillable in colours 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-30xxx*

30/360/380 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-380N

BRILLIANT PAPER MARKERS
Particularly suitable for writing on paper and card, but also ideal for marking and labelling materials made of plastic,
metal and glass. Water-based pigment ink will not bleed through the paper and is extremely light-fast. Waterproof,
smudge-proof and wear-resistant on almost all surfaces. Heat-resistant. Refillable.

008007006005004003002001

~1.5–3 mm

edding 33 brilliant paper marker

Pigment marker with chisel tip,
permanent, lightfast, low-odour,
water-based pigment ink.

Colours: 001–008, 
refillable in colours 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-33xxx*

33/363 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-33N

008007006005004003002001

~1–5 mm

edding comfort 3 

Permanent marker with bullet tip
and comfortable rubber grip,
permanent, low-odour ink. 

Colours: 001–004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-C3xxx*

3000 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-3000N

Refill ink for edding comfort 3 see on page 9.

~1.5–3 mm

004003002001

Refill ink for edding brilliant paper markers 

edding PTK 25 

Permanent, lightfast, low-odour, 
water-based pigment ink in a bottle 
with capillary system. For refilling the
brilliant paper markers edding 30 and 33.

Simply insert the tip of the marker into the 
refill bottle and after a few minutes
it is ready to use.

Contents 25 ml.

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-PTK25xxx* 004003002001
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edding 10

Permanent marker with chisel tip, 
permanent, low-odour ink. 

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-10xxx*

004003002001

~2–5 mm

edding 20

Permanent marker with bullet tip, 
permanent, low-odour ink. 

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-20xxx*

004003002001

~1.5–3 mm

edding 8400 cd/dvd marker 

CD/DVD marker with fine, soft bullet tip,
permanent, lightfast and smudge-proof 
water-based ink,to protect the data storage layer. 

For permanent lettering on CD blanks, 
CD-ROMs and DVDs.
Recommended by Sony CPCE.

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-8400xxx*

Colours assorted: 
5x 001, 2x 002, 2x 003, 1x 004. Order no.  
Box of 10. 4-8400999

8400/4 S Wallet of 4 markers. Order no.
Colours: 001–004. 4-8400-4

CD/DVD MARKERS
Permanent and non-permanent water-based ink that will not damage the surface of your CD/DVDs. For unbeatable 
data security. Soft and flexible tips. Good ink opacity.

004003002001

~0.5–1 mm

edding 8500 RW cd/dvd marker non-permanent 

CD/DVD marker with soft bullet tip,
non-permanent water-based ink,
to protect the data storage layer. 

For non-permanent lettering on CD blanks, 
CD-ROMs, CD-RWs and DVDs.
Writing can be wiped off without a trace 
using a soft, damp cloth.

Colour: 001. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-8500001

001

~1 mm



CUTTERS Handy cutters for all cutting jobs.

edding cutter MP 9 

Pocket model with clip and safety device 
for locking the blade with one hand. 
Removable clip with slot for safely 
snapping off blunt blade sections.

Stainless-steel barrel. Order no. 
Box of 1. 4-MP9

edding cutter M 9 

Small, handy pocket model with clip.
Tail-piece with slot for safely snapping 
off blunt blade sections.

Barrel colours: 001, 049. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-M9xxx*

049001

edding spare blades CB 9 

edding CB 9 

Spare blades for edding MP 9 and M 9 cutters,
in dispensers, each with 10 blades.

1 blade = 13 sections. Order no. 
Box of 10 blade dispensers. 4-CB9

*xxx = the last 3 digits of the order number indicate the requested ink colour · Colour chart and key to symbols see on page 63.22

edding 7700 correction pen

Correction pen with metal tip.
Low-odour, quick drying ink. 

For correcting almost all typewritten and 
handwritten texts, photocopies and faxes.

Colour: 049. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-7700049

CORRECTION PEN
Practical correction pen for virtually all typed and handwritten texts, copier and fax papers. Makes it possible to correct 
mistakes, large and small.

049~1–2 mm

edding erasers DR 15 and DR 20 

Plastic eraser with white end for pencil markings
and blue end for ink and colouring pens.

edding DR 15
Double size eraser: 60 x 25 x 10 mm, 20 g. Order no. 
Box of 15. 4-DR15

edding DR 20
Standard eraser: 52 x 20 x 10 mm, 14 g. Order no.
Box of 20. 4-DR20

ERASERS High-quality plastic erasers for outstanding results for various applications.
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BOARD MARKERS
For writing and marking on whiteboards. Can be dry-wiped from virtually all non-porous surfaces such as enamel,
glass and melamine. “Cap-off” ink – markers can be left without their cap on for a short time without drying out.
Light-fast, quick-drying ink. No added butyl acetate. Almost all models refillable.

VISUAL COMMUNICATION

edding retract 12 

Whiteboard marker with bullet tip
and push-button mechanism,
low-odour pigment ink.

Whiteboard marker without cap. Reveal tip 
by simply pressing the push-button at the 
end of the marker. Retract tip by pressing 
the catch in the clip or by raising the clip slightly. 
New retractable seal system prevents the marker 
from drying out when the tip is retracted.

Colours: 001-004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-12xxx*

004003002001

Do you still explain things or are you already visualising your 
arguments? It is during presentations in particular that an 
illustrative portrayal of the spoken word is simply vital. That’s 
because visual communication promotes understanding, which 
means your audience is better able to retain information. 
From the classroom to the seminar room: help is at hand 
with edding’s selection of board markers, flipchart markers 
and OHP markers. 

~1.5–3 mm
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edding 250 

Boardmarker with bullet tip, 
low-odour pigment ink. Cap can be left off 
for a short time without tip drying out.

Colours: 001–010, refillable 
in colours 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-250xxx*

Colours: 001–010 assorted. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-250999

250/4 S Wallet of 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-250-4

250 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-250N

~1.5–3 mm

009008007 010006005004003002001

edding 360 

Boardmarker with bullet tip, 
low-odour pigment ink. Cap can be left off 
for a short time without tip drying out.

Colours: 001–004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-360xxx*

360/4 S Wallet of 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-360-4

30/360/380 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-380N

~1.5–3 mm

004003002001

edding 363 

Boardmarker with chisel tip, 
low-odour pigment ink. Cap can be left off 
for a short time without tip drying out.

Colours: 001–004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-363xxx*

363/4 S Wallet of 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-363-4

363/33 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-33N

~1–5 mm

004003002001

edding 361 

Boardmarker with bullet tip, 
low-odour pigment ink. 

Colours: 001–004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-361xxx*

361/4 S Wallet of 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-361-4

361 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-361N

~1 mm

004003002001

edding comfort 2 

Whiteboard marker with bullet tip and 
comfortable rubber grip, low-odour pigment ink.
Cap can be left off for a short time 
without tip drying out.

Colours: 001–004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-C2xxx*

250 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-250N

~1.5–3 mm

004003002001
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edding 365 

Boardmarker with chisel tip, 
low-odour pigment ink. Cap can be left off 
for a short time without tip drying out.

Colours: 001–004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-365xxx*

365/4 S Wallet of 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-365-4

365 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-365N

~2–7 mm

004003002001

edding 725 

Neon boardmarker with chisel tip,
pigment ink with neutral smell.

Also suitable for writing on darker 
coloured boards. The colour intensity 
of these markers can be enhanced by 
shining a light onto your whiteboard.

Neon colours: 049, 063–065, 069. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-725xxx*

725/5 S Wallet with 5 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 049, 063–065, 069. 4-725-5

~2–5 mm

069065064063049

Refill ink for edding board markers 

edding BT 30 

Low-odour pigment ink in a bottle with 
pouring device. For refilling the board markers
edding comfort 2, 250, 361, 365. 

Contents 30 ml. 

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-BT30xxx*

edding BTK 25 

Low-odour pigment ink in a bottle with 
capillary system. For refilling the board markers 
edding comfort 2, 250, 360, 361, 363. 

Simply insert the tip of the marker into 
the refill bottle and after a few minutes 
it is ready to use.

Contents 25 ml.

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-BTK25xxx*

edding RBTK 25

Low-odour pigment ink in a bottle with 
capillary system. For refilling the board markers 
edding retract 12.

Simply insert the extended tip of the marker 
into the refill bottle and after a short time 
your marker is ready to use.

Contents 25 ml. 

Colours: 001–004. Order no.
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-RBTK25xxx

004003002001

004003002001

004003002001
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edding BMA 1 board cleaner

For regular, thorough cleaning of whiteboards. 
Alcohol based solution with efficient cleaning action, 
in spray bottle with no propellant.

Contents: 250 ml. Order no. 
Bottle of 1. 4-BMA1

edding BMA 2 board eraser

For dry-wiping of whiteboards. Integrated magnetic 
strip for attachment to magnetic boards.
Refillable with BMA 4 spare erasing sheets.

Order no. 
Box of 1. 4-BMA2

edding BMA 3 boardmarker holder

For horizontal storage of boardmarkers. Integrated 
magnetic strip for attachment to magnetic boards.
Suitable for 4 edding boardmarkers of any size.

Order no. 
Box of 1. 4-BMA3

edding BMA 4 spare erasing sheets

Spare sheets for the edding BMA 2 board eraser,
for dry-wiping of whiteboards.

Order no. 
Box of 100 sheets. 4-BMA4

edding BMA 15S boardmarker accessory set

Practical starter set consisting of:
1 edding BMA 1 board cleaner, 250 ml,
1 edding BMA 2 board eraser with 20 spare sheets,
1 edding BMA 3 boardmarker holder,
4 edding 360 boardmarkers, colours 001–004.

Order no. 
Box of 1 set. 4-BMA15

BOARD MARKER 
ACCESSORIES

For use on whiteboards or planning boards. The products are available individually or in a starter set.
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edding 380 

Flipchart marker with bullet tip,
water-based ink with neutral smell. 
Cap can be left off for up to several weeks 
without drying out.

Colours: 001–004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-380xxx*

380/4 S Wallet of 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-380-4

30/360/380 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-380N

~1.5–3 mm

004003002001

edding 383 

Flipchart marker with chisel tip,
water-based ink with neutral smell. 
Cap can be left off for up to several weeks 
without drying out.

Colours: 001–004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-383xxx*

383/4 S Wallet of 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-383-4

383/340 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-340383N

~1–5 mm

004003002001

FLIPCHART MARKERS
Specially designed for writing on and marking flipchart paper, presentation paper and cards. Ink will not bleed through 
the paper. “Cap-off” ink – markers can be left without the cap on for a several weeks without drying out. Almost all 
models refillable. Also highly effective for presentations.

edding 388 

Flipchart marker 
with bullet tip,
water-based ink 
with neutral smell. 
Cap can be left off for 
up to several weeks 
without drying out.

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-388xxx*

388 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-388N

~4–12 mm

004003002001

Refill ink for edding flipchart markers

edding FTK 25 

Water-based ink with neutral smell in a bottle 
with capillary system. For refilling the flipchart 
markers edding 380 and 383. 

Simply insert the tip of the marker into 
the refill bottle and after a few minutes 
it is ready to use.

Contents 25 ml.

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-FTK25xxx* 004003002001



OHP MARKERS
Specially designed for writing on plastic transparencies, for example when using overhead projectors. Also good for 
writing on glass, plastics, the edge of slides and the like. High-transparency ink for clearly defined, bold lettering 
when projected.

edding 140 S permanent 

OHP marker with metal framed bullet tip,
permanent, water-resistant ink. 

Permanent ink: smudge-proof and 
water-resistant, can be corrected using alcohol. 

Colours: 001–008. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-140xxx*

140 S/4 S Wallet with 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-140-4

140 S/6 S Wallet with 6 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004, 006, 007. 4-140-6

140 S/8 S Wallet with 8 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–008. 4-140-8

008007006005004003002001

~0.3 mm

*xxx = the last 3 digits of the order number indicate the requested ink colour · Colour chart and key to symbols see on page 63.28

edding 141 F permanent 

OHP marker with bullet tip,
permanent, water-resistant ink. 

Permanent ink: smudge-proof and 
water-resistant, can be corrected using alcohol. 

Colours: 001–008. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-141xxx*

141 F/4 S Wallet with 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-141-4

141 F/6 S Wallet with 6 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004, 006, 007. 4-141-6

141 F/8 S Wallet with 8 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–008. 4-141-8

008007006005004003002001

~0.6 mm

edding 142 M permanent 

OHP marker with bullet tip,
permanent, water-resistant ink. 

Permanent ink: smudge-proof and 
water-resistant, can be corrected using alcohol. 

Colours: 001–008. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-142xxx*

142 M/4 S Wallet with 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-142-4

142 M/6 S Wallet with 6 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004, 006, 007. 4-142-6

142 M/8 S Wallet with 8 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–008. 4-142-8

008007006005004003002001

~1 mm

edding 143 B permanent 

OHP marker with chisel tip,
permanent, water-resistant ink. 

Permanent ink: smudge-proof and 
water-resistant, can be corrected using alcohol. 

Colours: 001–008. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-143xxx*

143 B/4 S Wallet with 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-143-4

143 B/6 S Wallet with 6 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004, 006, 007. 4-143-6

143 B/8 S Wallet with 8 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–008. 4-143-8

008007006005004003002001

~1–3 mm
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edding 150 S non-permanent 

OHP marker with metal framed bullet tip,
non-permanent, water-based ink.

Non-permanent ink: smudge-proof, can be 
erased without problem using a damp cloth.

Colours: 001–004, 006, 007. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-150xxx*

150 S/4 S Wallet with 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-150-4

150 S/6 S Wallet with 6 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004, 006, 007. 4-150-6

007006004003002001

~0.3 mm

edding 151 F non-permanent 

OHP marker with bullet tip,
non-permanent, water-based ink.

Non-permanent ink: smudge-proof, can be 
erased without problem using a damp cloth.

Colours: 001–004, 006, 007. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-151xxx*

151 F/4 S Wallet with 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-151-4

151 F/6 S Wallet with 6 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004, 006, 007. 4-151-6

007006004003002001

~0.6 mm

edding 152 M non-permanent 

OHP marker with bullet tip,
non-permanent, water-based ink.

Non-permanent ink: smudge-proof, can be 
erased without problem using a damp cloth.

Colours: 001–004, 006, 007. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-152xxx*

152 M/4 S Wallet with 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-152-4

152 M/6 S Wallet with 6 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004, 006, 007. 4-152-6

007006004003002001

~1 mm

edding 153 B non-permanent 

OHP marker with chisel tip,
non-permanent, water-based ink.

Non-permanent ink: smudge-proof, can be 
erased without problem using a damp cloth.

Colours: 001–004, 006, 007. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-153xxx*

153 B/4 S Wallet with 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-153-4

153 B/6 S Wallet with 6 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004, 006, 007. 4-153-6

007006004003002001

~1–3 mm
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SPECIALIST MARKERS
For special applications in the field of marking and writing. High-quality inks specifically tailored to the area 
of application in question.

edding 950 industry painter 

Highly permanent colour paste 
with excellent opacity, which is lightfast, 
smudge-proof and water-resistant after drying.

Ideal for use on rough surfaces, 
unclean materials and rusty metals.

Colours: 001–003, 005, 049.  Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-950xxx*

Colours: 001–003, 005, 049 assorted. Order no. 
Box of 10, 2 each colour. 4-950999

edding 8000 freeze marker 

Freeze marker with a fine bullet tip,
permanent, quick-drying, frost-resistant ink
with no added toluene or xylene,

Highly suitable for labelling, marking and writing 
on freezer bags and containers.

Colour: 001. Order no. 
Individually packaged (blister packs). 4-8000-1-1001

Minimum order: 10 blistercards.

001

~1 mm

005003002001 049

HOME/TRADES/DO-IT-YOURSELF
Make your house a home! There are countless products available 
from edding to give your house an altogether homely feel. Because 
whether it’s a question of touching up grouting, maintaining 
rubber seals, marking the location of bore holes or simply being 
creative on wood, metal or paper, edding has the right top-quality 
marker for any application. And they’re practical too: there is 
scarcely any preparation involved, which means you can get 
straight down to business.

~10 mm
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edding 8040 laundry marker 

Laundry marker with bullet tip,
permanent, low-odour ink.

For waterproof and boil-proof labelling of textiles.

Colour: 001. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-8040001

001

~1 mm

edding 8050 tyre marker

Tyre marker with bullet tip,
permanent, low-odour ink 
with opaque lacquer finish.

For marking and writing on tyres 
and rubber surfaces.

Colour: 049. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-8050049

049

~2–4 mm

edding 8150 silicone oil marker 

Lubricant marker
with large chisel tip.
Contains colourless and
odourless silicone oil.

For treatment and care of 
rubber seals, for example on 
car doors, fridges and freezers.

Colour: 000. Order no. 
Individually packaged (blister packs). 4-8150-1-1 

Minimum order: 6 blistercards.

000

~4–12 mm

edding 8200 tile marker 

Tile marker with bullet tip,
permanent, water-resistant, low-odour ink
with opaque lacquer finish.

Improves the colour of grout joints between tiles in 
areas of hygiene, such as in the bathroom or kitchen.

Colours: 026, 049. 
Individually packaged (blister packs). Order no. 
including 3 spare nibs. 4-8200-1-1xxx*

Minimum order: 10 blistercards.

~2-4 mm

049026
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edding 8280 securitas uv marker 

UV marker with bullet tip,
special permanent ink 
which only shows up under 
ultraviolet light.

Colour: 100. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-8280100 100

~1.5–3 mm

edding 8850 carpenter pen 

Marker pen with bullet tip 
and transparent cap,
special permanent ink. 

The long narrow mouthpiece is ideal for marking 
hard-to-reach places, e.g. drill holes.

Colour: 001. Order no. 
Individually packaged (blister packs). 4-8850-1-1001

Minimum order: 10 blistercards.

~0.7–1 mm

001

edding 8400 cd/dvd marker 

CD/DVD marker with fine, soft bullet tip,
permanent, lightfast and smudge-proof 
water-based ink, to protect the data storage layer. 

For permanent lettering on CD blanks, 
CD-ROMs and DVDs.
Recommended by Sony CPCE.

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-8400xxx*

Colours assorted: 
5x 001, 2x 002, 2x 003, 1x 004. Order no.  
Box of 10. 4-8400999

8400/4 S Wallet of 4 markers. Order no.
Colours: 001–004. 4-8400-4

CD/DVD MARKERS
Permanent and non-permanent water-based ink that will not damage the surface of your CD/DVDs. For unbeatable 
data security. Soft and flexible tips makes writing a pleasure. Good ink opacity.

004003002001

~0.5–1 mm

edding 8500 RW cd/dvd marker non-permanent 

CD/DVD marker with soft bullet tip,
non-permanent water-based ink,
to protect the data storage layer. 

For non-permanent lettering on CD blanks, 
CD-ROMs, CD-RWs and DVDs.
Writing can be wiped off without a trace 
using a soft, damp cloth.

Colour: 001. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-8500001

001

~1 mm
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PERMANENT MARKERS
High-quality classics from edding ideal for writing, marking and labelling almost all materials, including metal, plastic 
and glass. Light-fast, quick-drying ink. Waterproof and wear-resistant on almost all surfaces. Almost all models refillable.
Low-odour ink with no added toluene/xylene.

edding retract 11 

Permanent marker with bullet tip 
and push-button mechanism,
permanent, low-odour ink.

Permanent marker without cap. Reveal tip 
by simply pressing the push-button at the 
end of the marker. Retract tip by pressing 
the catch in the clip or by raising the clip slightly. 
New retractable seal system prevents the marker 
from drying out when the tip is retracted.

Colours: 001-004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-11xxx*

Refill ink for edding retract 11 see on page 9. 004003002001

~1.5–3 mm

edding 2000/2000 C 

Permanent marker with bullet tip,
permanent, low-odour ink.

edding 2000
Colours: 001–010, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-2000xxx*

Colours: 001–010 assorted. Order no.  
Box of 10. 4-2000999

edding 2000 C
Colours: 001–004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-2000Cxxx*

2000 C/4 S Wallet of 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-2000C-4

3000 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-3000N

Refill ink for edding 2000/2000 C see on page 9.

009008007 010006005004003002001

edding 2200/2200 C 

Permanent marker with chisel tip,
permanent, low-odour ink.

edding 2200
Colours: 001–010, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-2200xxx*

Colours: 001–010 assorted. Order no.  
Box of 10. 4-2200999

edding 2200 C
Colours: 001–004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-2200Cxxx*

No.1/3300 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-3300N

Refill ink for edding 2200/2200 C see on page 9.

009008007 010006005004003002001

~1.5–3 mm
004003002001

004003002001
~1–5 mm
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edding 405 penmarker

Permanent fineliner with metal-framed plastic tip,
aluminium barrel and rubber-lined grip.
Water-resistant, lightfast and low-odour ink.

Colours: 001–003. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-405xxx*

003002001

~0.7 mm

019014008 065003001

edding mini marker 0.5 

Mini permanent marker with bullet tip, permanent, 
low-odour ink, water-resistant and lightfast.

Colours: 001, 003, 008, 014, 019, 065.

Only available in wallets, poly bags or displays.

mini marker 0.5/4 S Wallet of 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001, 003, 014, 019. 4-05-4

mini marker 0.5
Poly bag with 10 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001, 003, 008, 014, 019, 065. 4-05-10xxx*

~1.5–3 mm

edding 400 

Permanent marker with bullet tip,
permanent, low-odour ink.

Colours: 001–010, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-400xxx*

Colours: 001–010 assorted. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-400999

400/4 S Wallet of 4 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004. 4-400-4

400/10 S Box with 10 markers, Order no. 
Colours: 001–010. 4-400-10

400 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-400N

Refill ink for edding 400 see on page 9.

~1 mm

009008007 010006005004003002001

edding 404 

Permanent marker with bullet tip,
permanent, low-odour ink.

Colours: 001–004, refillable. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-404xxx*

Colour 001 is document-proof. 

404 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-404N

Refill ink for edding 404 see on page 9.

~0.75 mm

004003002001
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edding 10

Permanent marker with chisel tip,
permanent, low-odour ink.

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-10xxx*

004003002001

~2–5 mm

edding 20

Permanent marker with bullet tip,
permanent, low-odour ink.

Colours: 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-20xxx*

004003002001

~1.5–3 mm

edding 347 mini highlighter 

Mini highlighter 
with chisel tip,
water-based ink, 
bright, brilliant colours.
Two-colour system.

Colour combinations:
064/neon green and 065/neon yellow,
066/neon orange and 069/neon pink.

4 colours in one sales unit. Order no. 
Only available in a display. 4-51044

~1–4 mm

066065064 069

edding 30 brilliant paper marker

Pigment marker with bullet tip,
permanent, lightfast, low-odour,
water-based pigment ink.

Colours: 001–008, 
refillable in colours 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-30xxx*

30/360/380 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-380N

Refill ink for edding 30 see on page 20.

BRILLIANT PAPER MARKERS
Particularly suitable for writing on paper and card, but also ideal for beautiful inscriptions, marking and labelling 
of materials made of plastic, metal and glass. The ink will not bleed through the paper and is extremely light-fast.
Waterproof, smudge-proof and wear-resistant on almost all surfaces. Heat-resistant. Refillable.

008007006005004003002001

~1.5–3 mm

edding 33 brilliant paper marker

Pigment marker with chisel tip,
permanent, lightfast, low-odour,
water-based pigment ink.

Colours: 001–008, 
refillable in colours 001–004. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-33xxx*

33/363 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-33N

Refill ink for edding 33 see on page 20.

008007006005004003002001

~1–5 mm

MINI HIGHLIGHTERS
Particularly ideal for marking and highlighting sections of text and notices, for example in letters, tables, books,
magazines, brochures, timetables and atlases, as well as for all types of copier and fax paper.
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CUTTERS Handy cutters for all cutting jobs.

edding cutter MP 9 

Pocket model with clip and safety device 
for locking the blade with one hand. 
Removable clip with slot for safely 
snapping off blunt blade sections.

Stainless-steel barrel. Order no. 
Box of 1. 4-MP9

edding cutter M 9 

Small, handy pocket model with clip.
Tail-piece with slot for safely snapping 
off blunt blade sections.

Barrel colours: 001, 049. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-M9xxx*

049001

edding cutter M 18 

Handy, robust model with clip.
Tail-piece with slot for safely snapping
off blunt blade sections.

Barrel colours: 001, 049. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-M18xxx*

049001

edding cutter ML 18 

For heavy-duty work, with patented safety 
device for locking the blade with one hand. 
Removable tail-piece with slot for safely 
snapping off blunt blade sections.

Barrel colour: 049. Order no. 
Box of 1. 4-ML18049

049

edding spare blades 

edding CB 9
Spare blades for edding MP 9 and M 9 cutters,
in dispensers, each with 10 blades.

1 blade = 13 sections. Order no. 
Box of 10 blade dispensers. 4-CB9

edding CB 18
Spare blades for edding M 18 and ML 18 cutters,
in dispensers, each with 10 blades.

1 blade = 8 sections. Order no. 
Box of 10 blade dispensers. 4-CB18
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edding 750 paint marker 

Paint marker with bullet tip,
permanent, low-odour pigment ink 
providing an opaque lacquer finish. 

Colours: 001–010, 049, 053–055. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-750xxx*

Colours: 001–010 assorted. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-750999

750 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-750N

edding 751 paint marker 

Paint marker with bullet tip,
permanent, low-odour pigment ink 
providing an opaque lacquer finish. 

Colours: 001–010, 049, 053–055. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-751xxx*

Colours: 001–010 assorted. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-751999

751 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-751N

010 055009 054008 053007 049006005004003002001

~1–2 mm

PAINT MARKERS
For designing, writing and decorating greetings cards, letters and gifts. Particularly good on dark and transparent 
materials and really smooth surfaces, such as glass. Low-odour pigment-ink with no added toluene / xylene. Waterproof,
quick-drying, extremely light-fast and smudge-proof. Ink flow regulated by a special valve.

010 055009 054008 053007 049006005004003002001

~2–4 mm

HOBBY AND DESIGN
edding’s hobby markers offer an infinite number of creative 
possibilities to enchant you and those close to your heart. 
Throughout the year - whatever the occasion. Be it Easter eggs, 
jam jars, scrapbooks or Christmas baubles: with our brilliant 
colours to hand, you can give a make-over to (almost) anything! 
Fear not: it’s really simple to do!



DECO MARKERS
For drawing and writing on almost all surfaces, e.g. pottery, wood, card and metal. Low-odour, water-based pigment ink.
Waterproof, suitable for use indoors and out. The colours are particularly good for use on absorbent materials.
Extremely light-fast. Ink flow regulated by a special valve.

edding 753 calligraphy paint marker 

Paint marker with calligraphy tip,
permanent, low-odour pigment ink
providing an opaque lacquer finish.

Colours: 053, 054. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-753xxx*

054053

edding 780 paint marker 

Paint marker with metal-framed bullet tip,
permanent, low-odour pigment ink
providing an opaque lacquer finish,

Colours: 001–004, 049, 053–055. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-780xxx*

780 N Spare tips. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-780N

054 055053049004003002001

~0.8 mm

~1–2.5 mm

edding 4000 deco marker 

Deco marker with bullet tip, 
permanent water-based 
pigment ink with neutral smell, 
providing an opaque lacquer finish.

Colours: 001–009, 049, 053, 054. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-4000xxx*

009 054008 053007 049006005004003002001

~2–4 mm

edding 4040 deco marker 

Deco marker with bullet tip, 
permanent water-based 
pigment ink with neutral smell, 
providing an opaque lacquer finish.

Colours: 001–009, 049, 053, 054. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-4040xxx*

009 054008 053007 049006005004003002001

~1–2 mm

*xxx = the last 3 digits of the order number indicate the requested ink colour · Colour chart and key to symbols see on page 63.38
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edding 4500 T-shirt marker 

T-shirt marker with bullet tip,
lightfast, water-based pigment ink 
with neutral smell. 

Colours: 001–012, 016, 019, 033, 034 
and neon colours: 065, 066, 068, 069. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-4500xxx*

Colours assorted: 001–005, 
007, 008, 010, 011, 065. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-4500999

4500/5 S Set with 5 markers. Order no. 
Colours: 001–005. 4-4500-5

edding 4600 T-shirt pen 

T-Shirt Pen with bullet tip,
lightfast, water-based pigment ink 
with neutral smell. 

Colours: 001–012, 016, 019, 033, 034 
and neon colours: 065, 066, 068, 069. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-4600xxx*

Colours assorted: 001–008, 010, 065. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-4600999

4600/10 S Set with 10 pens. Order no. 
Colours: 001–010. 4-4600-10

~1 mm

TEXTILE MARKERS
For colouring, decorating, marking, signing and labelling almost all textiles not treated with a chemical finish 
(cotton, silk, linen, etc.). Wash-resistant up to 60°C after fixing. Iron without steam to fix. High degree of 
lightfastness. Quick-drying.

~2–3 mm

edding 4090 window marker 

Window marker with chisel tip,
water-based liquid chalk with
a neutral smell, wipes off with a 
damp cloth from virtually all 
non-porous surfaces.

Colours: 001–004, 007, 011, 049 
and neon colours: 065, 066, 069. Order no. 
Box of 5 in each colour. 4-4090xxx*

edding 4095 window marker 

Window marker with bullet tip,
water-based liquid chalk with a neutral smell, 
wipes off with a damp cloth from virtually 
all non-porous surfaces.

Colours: 001–004, 011, 049 
and neon colours: 065, 066, 069. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-4095xxx*

~2–3 mm

WINDOW MARKERS
For colouring, decorating, marking and writing on windows, glass and other sealed surfaces. Highly opaque, even 
on dark and transparent surfaces. Ink flow regulated by a special valve.

069066065049011007004003002001

069066065049011004003002001

~4–15 mm

009008007 010006005004003002001

068066065 069034033019016012011

009008007 010006005004003002001

068066065 069034033019016012011



edding 47 FACE PAINTER and FACE PAINTER fun

Professional face paint stick 
in 7 brilliant colours. 
The face paints are simple to apply, 
easily removed with soap and water 
and can be washed out of most textiles. 
These hypoallergenic face paints 
have been dermatologically tested and 
meet EU cosmetic guidelines.

Colours: 001–006, 049.

edding 47 FACE PAINTER

Individually packaged (blistercard). Order no. 
Minimum order: 20 blistercards. 4-47S-1-1

edding 47 FACE PAINTER fun

Individually packaged (blistercard). Order no. 
Minimum order: 10 blistercards. 4-47F-1-1

*xxx = the last 3 digits of the order number indicate the requested ink colour · Colour chart and key to symbols see on page 63.40

FACE PAINTER
For decorating skin. Ideal for sporting events, Halloween, children’s birthdays, parties, art, etc. The colours can be 
blended together by applying one top of the other. Not suitable for children under the age of 3.

049006005004003002001

~2–4 mm

FIBREPENS
For drawing, lettering, scribbling, layouts, fashion designs. For brief notes. For creative writing and colouring. Various 
nib widths. Water-based inks. Extremely lightfast. Large selection of colours.

010 015009 014008 012007 011006005004003002001

041 069035 066032 065031 064028020019018017016

~0.5–1 mm

edding 1200 color pen

Fibrepen with bullet tip,
water-based ink. 

Colours: 001–012, 014–020, 028.
Neon colours: 064–066, 069,
Trend colours: 031, 032, 035, 041. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-1200xxx*

Colours 014–020, 028: 
Box of 5 in each colour.

1200/10 S Metal box with 10 pens. Order no.
Colours: 001–010. 4-1200-10

1200/20 S Metal box with 20 pens. Order no. 
Colours: 001–012, 014–020, 028. 4-1200-20
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edding 1340 brushpen

Fibrepen with brush-like tip
for variable stroke width, 
water-based ink.

Colours: 001–012. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-1340xxx*

1340/12 S Box with 12 pens. Order no.
Colours: 001–012. 4-1340-12

edding 1255 calligraphy pen 

Fibrepen with calligraphy tip,
available in 3 stroke widths,
water-based ink.

Colours: 001–003, 018.

Stroke width approx. 2.0 mm. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-125520xxx*

Stroke width approx. 3.5 mm. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-125535xxx*

Stroke width approx. 5.0 mm. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-125550xxx*

1255/3 S Wallet with 1 pen 2.0, 3.5, 5.0. Order no. 
Colours: 001–003, 018. 4-1255-3xxx*

018003002001

010009008 012007 011006005004003002001

variable

edding 1300 color pen

Fibrepen with bullet tip, water-based ink. 

Colours: 001–022, 025–032, 034–036,
038, 040, 041, 043, 045, 046, 048. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-1300xxx*

From colour 013 onwards: Box of 5 in each colour.

1300/10 S Metal box with 10 pens. Order no.
Colours: 001–010. 4-1300-10

1300/20 S Metal box with 20 pens. Order no. 
Colours: 001–012, 014–020, 028. 4-1300-20

1300/40 S Metal box with 40 pens. 
Colours: 001–022, 025–032, 034–036, Order no.
038, 040, 041, 043, 045, 046, 048. 4-1300-40

010009008007006005004003002001

020019018017016015

014013012011

032031

030029028027026025022021

048046045043041040038036035034

~3 mm

~2+3.5+5 mm

edding 40 watercolor marker

Fibrepen with chisel tip,
water-based ink.

Colours: 001–012. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-40xxx*

40/12 S Tub with 12 markers. Order no.
Colours: 001–012. 4-40-12 010009008 012007 011006005004003002001

~2–5 mm
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FINELINERS, GEL ROLLERS
Fineliners for writing and fine lettering. Gel roller with special gel ink for precise and particularly smooth writing.
Attractive colours, including metallic and pastel colours. High opacity for great effects – especially metallic and 
pastel colours on dark paper.

HIGH-TECH FIBREPENS
Professional pens for fine drawings, sketches and technical drawings. Tips protected by metal casing.
Also suitable for work involving templates.

edding 1800 profipen 

High-tech fibrepen with metal-framed round tip in 
4 stroke widths, water-resistant, lightfast pigment ink. 
Cap with stainless-steel clip.

Colours: 001–004.
Box of 10 in each colour. Order no.

Stroke width 0.1 = ca. 0.25 mm. 4-180001xxx*
Stroke width 0.3 = ca. 0.35 mm. 4-180003xxx*
Stroke width 0.5 = ca. 0.5 mm. 4-180005xxx*
Stroke width 0.7 = ca. 0.7 mm. 4-180007xxx*

1800/3 S Wallet with 3 pens 0.1, 0.3, 0.5. Order no. 
Colour: 001. 4-1800-3

004003002001

edding 55 finepen 

Fineliner with metal-framed round tip,
water-based ink.

Colours: 001–012, 014, 017, 019, 020. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-55xxx*

Colours 014, 017, 019, 020: Box of 5 in each colour. 

55/10 S Metal box with 10 pens. Order no.
Colours: 001–010. 4-55-10

55/16 S Metal box with 16 pens. Order no. 
Colours: 001–012, 014, 017, 019, 020. 4-55-16

010009

008007006005004003002001

020019017014012011

~0.3 mm

~0.25+0.35+0.5+0.7 mm

edding 1880 drawliner 

High-tech fibrepen with metal-framed round tip in 
8 stroke widths, water-resistant, lightfast pigment ink.

Colour: 001.
Box of 10 in each colour. Order no.

Stroke width 0.05 = ca. 0,2 mm. 4-1880005001
Stroke width 0.1 = ca. 0,25 mm. 4-188001001
Stroke width 0.2 = ca. 0,3 mm. 4-188002001
Stroke width 0.3 = ca. 0,35 mm. 4-188003001
Stroke width 0.4 = ca. 0,45 mm. 4-188004001
Stroke width 0.5 = ca. 0,5 mm. 4-188005001
Stroke width 0.7 = ca. 0,7 mm. 4-188007001
Stroke width 0.8 = ca. 0,8 mm. 4-188008001

1880/4 S Wallet with 4 pens 0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0,7. Order no. 
Colour: 001. 4-1880-4

001

~0.2+0.25+0.3+0.35+0.45+0.5+0.7+0.8 mm

edding 2185 crystaljelly 

Gel roller with metal-framed roller tip
and rubber grip, water-based gel ink.

Colours: 001–004, 008–010, 053–055, 
073, 074, 078, 079, 135, 136. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-2185xxx*

2185/3 S Wallet of 3 pens. Order no.
Colours: 001-003. 4-2185-3099 

2185/3 S Wallet of 3 pens. Order no. 
Colours: 053-055. 4-2185-3999 

2185/5 S Wallet of 5 pens. Order no.
Colours: 001–004, 009. 4-2185-5099 

2185/5 S Wallet of 5 pens. Order no.
Colours: 053, 054, 073, 074, 079. 4-2185-5999 

2185/7 S Wallet of 7 pens. Order no.
Colours: 001–004, 008–010. 4-2185-7099 

2185/7 S Wallet of 7 pens. Order no.
Colours: 053–055, 073, 074, 078, 079. 4-2185-7999

074

055

073

054053010

078 079 135 136

009008004003002001

~0.7 mm
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CUTTERS Handy cutters for all cutting jobs.

edding erasers R 10/R 20/DR 15/DR 20  

Plastic eraser for pencil markings.

edding R 10
Double size: 54 x 34 x 12 mm, 28 g. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-R10

edding R 20
Standard size: 45 x 24 x 10 mm, 14 g. Order no.
Box of 20. 4-R20

Plastic eraser with white end for pencil markings
and blue end for ink and colouring pens.

edding DR 15
Double size: 60 x 25 x 10 mm, 20 g. Order no. 
Box of 15. 4-DR15

edding DR 20
Standard size: 52 x 20 x 10 mm, 14 g. Order no.
Box of 20. 4-DR20

ERASERS High-quality plastic erasers for outstanding results for various applications.

edding cutter MP 9 

Pocket model with clip and safety device for locking 
the blade with one hand. Removable clip with slot 
for safely snapping off blunt blade sections.

Stainless-steel barrel. Order no. 
Box of 1. 4-MP9

edding cutter M 9 

Small, handy pocket model with clip.
Tail-piece with slot for safely snapping 
off blunt blade sections.

Barrel colours: 001, 049. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-M9xxx* 049001

edding cutter M 18 

Handy, robust model with clip.
Tail-piece with slot for safely snapping
off blunt blade sections.

Barrel colours: 001, 049. Order no. 
Box of 10. 4-M18xxx*

049001
edding cutter ML 18 

For heavy-duty work, with patented safety 
device for locking the blade with one hand. 
Removable tail-piece with slot for safely 
snapping off blunt blade sections.

Barrel colour: 049. Order no. 
Box of 1. 4-ML18049

049

edding spare blades 

edding CB 9 Spare blades for edding MP 9 and M 9
cutters, in dispensers, each with 10 blades.

1 blade = 13 sections. Order no. 
Box of 10 blade dispensers. 4-CB9

edding CB 18 Spare blades for edding M 18 and ML 18
cutters, in dispensers, each with 10 blades.

1 blade = 8 sections. Order no. 
Box of 10 blade dispensers. 4-CB18
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edding 1010 

Children’s fibrepen with bullet tip,
water-based ink.

1010/6 S Wallet with 6 pens. Order no. 
Colours: 001–005, 007. 4-1010-6

1010/12 S Wallet with 12 pens. Order no. 
Colours: 001–012. 4-1010-12

1010/24 S Tub with 24 pens. Order no. 
Colours: 001–004 (2x), 005–020. 4-1010-24

44

Draw like grown-ups. Inside every child, there is a small 
Picasso just waiting to be brought to life by edding’s colour-
pens. Available in up to 20 colours, your creativity will know 
no bounds, whether you are colouring in, drawing or writing 
on paper. And, to the delight of parents, the ink will wash out 
of most clothes. Not suitable for children under the age of 3.

FIBRE PENS FOR CHILDREN
For colouring, drawing and writing on paper. Ink washes out of most clothes. Pens comply with European standard 
EN 71. Ventilated caps. Gentle, smooth flow of ink, available in a large number of cheerful, brilliant colours. edding 
1313 wonder markers: change the colour using the colour-change pen.

~1 mm

CHILDREN

009008007 010006005004003002001

019018017 020016015014013012011
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edding 1414 

Children’s fibrepen with bullet tip,
water-based ink.

1414/6 S Wallet with 6 pens. Order no. 
Colours: 001–005, 007. 4-1414-6

1414/10 S Wallet with 10 pens. Order no. 
Colours: 001–010. 4-1414-10

~1–4 mm

009008007 010006005004003002001

edding 1313 wonder marker

Childrens fibre-tip pen with bullet tip.
Change the ink colour by going over
with the colour-change pen.

1313/10 S Set with 9+1 wonder marker.
Colours: 001–005, 007, 008, 011, 019 Order no.
and a colour-change pen. 4-1313-10

~1–3 mm

019011008 000007005004003002001
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With trendy products exactly tailored to the needs of a young 
target group, edding really is top of the class. Our products 
include the mini highlighter and, of course, the gel roller – 
ideal for really smooth, tidy handwriting. Making homework 
and exam papers seem less of an effort. They’re good for 
crib notes and love letters too...

MINI TREND
Mini fibre pens for writing, colouring and drawing on and marking paper. Mini highlighters for emphasising text 
and notices in letters, books, atlases, etc. Has an unusual two-colour system. 2 pens concealed beneath one cap.
Low-odour, water-based ink.

edding 348 mini tiger 

Mini fibrepen with chisel tip, 
water-based ink,
6 colours (3 base colours) 
and 3 magic colours using 
the colour-change pen. 
Change the colour of the 
ink by going over what you 
have written with the colour-change pen. 
Two-colour system.

Colour combinations: 002/red+003/blue, 
004/green+000/colour-change pen.

3 colours and 1 colour-change pen 
in one sales unit. Order no. 
Only available in displays. 4-51081

~1–4 mm

000002 005
+     =

000003 014
+     =

000004 006
+     =

SCHOOL AND LEARNING
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GEL ROLLERS
Gel rollers with special gel ink for precise and especially smooth writing. Attractive colours, including metallic and 
pastel colours. High opacity for great effects – especially metallic colours on dark paper.

edding 347 mini highlighter 

Mini highlighter 
with chisel tip,
water-based ink, 
bright, brilliant colours.
Two-colour system.

Colour combinations:
064/neon green and 065/neon yellow,
066/neon orange and 069/neon pink.

4 colours in one sales unit. Order no. 
Only available in a display. 4-51044

~1–4 mm

066065064 069

edding 2185 crystaljelly 

Gel roller with metal-framed roller tip
and rubber grip, water-based gel ink.

Colours: 001–004, 008–010, 053–055, 
073, 074, 078, 079, 135, 136. Order no. 
Box of 10 in each colour. 4-2185xxx*

2185/3 S Wallet of 3 pens. Order no.
Colours: 001-003. 4-2185-3099 

2185/3 S Wallet of 3 pens. Order no. 
Colours: 053-055. 4-2185-3999 

2185/5 S Wallet of 5 pens. Order no.
Colours: 001–004, 009. 4-2185-5099 

2185/5 S Wallet of 5 pens. Order no.
Colours: 053, 054, 073, 074, 079. 4-2185-5999 

2185/7 S Wallet of 7 pens. Order no.
Colours: 001–004, 008–010. 4-2185-7099 

2185/7 S Wallet of 7 pens. Order no.
Colours: 053–055, 073, 074, 078, 079. 4-2185-7999

074

055

073

054053010

078 079 135 136

009008004003002001

edding 1515 

Twin-tip model with bullet tips.
Ink eraser: 
approx. 0.8 mm stroke width;
erases royal blue ink.
Writing tip: 
approx. 0.3 mm stroke width;
writes with royal blue ink.

Only available in a display. Order no.
1515/48 S Display with 48 erasers. 4-1515-48

INK ERASER Ink eraser for removing royal-blue fountain pen ink. Water-based ink, will wash out of most fabrics.

~0.3+0.8 mm

003 000

~0.7 mm
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At edding, a large selection of markers, pens and office products 
can also be purchased on a blister card. This transparent 
packaging not only saves space, it is consumer-friendly too. 
As well as the actual product, blister packs also provide valuable 
information on the front and back about the product features, 
instructions for use and areas of application. 

INDUSTRY

Permanent markers 

Article Contents Colours Order no. C2* Order no. C1*

retract 11/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-11-1-1xxx*

e-2000/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-2000-1-1xxx*

e-2200/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-2200-1-1xxx*

e-400/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-400-1-2xxx* 4-400-1-1xxx*

e-400/4 4 001, 002, 003 4-400-4-1xxx*

e-400/4 4 001–004 assorted 4-400-4-1999

e-404/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-404-1-1xxx*

e-500/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-500-1-1xxx*

e-500/4 4 001 4-500-4-1001

e-500/4 4 001–004 assorted 4-500-4-1999

e-550/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-550-1-1xxx*

e-800/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-800-1-2xxx* 4-800-1-1xxx*

e-800/2 2 001, 002, 003 4-800-2-1xxx*

e-850/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-850-1-2xxx* 4-850-1-1xxx*

e-T25/1 1 001, 002, 003 4-T25-1-1xxx*

e-2000C/3 3 001, 002, 003 4-2000C-3-xxx*

e-2000C/3 3 001–003 assorted 4-2000C-3-999

*C1: Language versions D, GB, F, E, NL, PT 

*C2: Language versions GB, I, S, N, FI, RUS

Paint markers

Article Contents Colours Order no. C2* Order no. C1*

e-750/1 Ind. 1 001, 002, 005, 049 4-750-1-3xxx*

e-750/2 Ind. 2 001, 049 4-750-2-3xxx*

e-751/1 Ind. 1 001, 002, 005, 049 4-751-1-3xxx*

e-751/1 1 049, 053, 054, 055 4-751-1-2xxx* 4-751-1-1xxx*

e-751/2 2 053, 054 assorted 4-751-2-2999 4-751-2-1999

e-780/1 1 001, 049, 053, 054, 055 4-780-1-2xxx* 4-780-1-1xxx*

e-780/2 2 049 4-780-2-1049

e-780/2 2 053, 054 assorted 4-780-2-2999 4-780-2-1999

BLISTER CARDS
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Highlighters 

Article Contents Colours Order no. C2* Order no. C1*

e-retract 34/1 1 005, 009, 011 4-34-1-1xxx*

e-345/1 1 005, 009, 012 4-345-1-2xxx* 4-345-1-1xxx*

e-345/2 2 005 4-345-2-2-5-5 4-345-2-1-5-5

e-345/2 2 005, 009 assorted 4-345-2-2-5-9 4-345-2-1-5-9

e-345/2 2 005, 012 assorted 4-345-2-2-5-12 4-345-2-1-5-12

e-345/4 4 005, 009, 010, 011 assorted 4-345-4

Liquid-ink-pens 

Article Contents Colours Order no. C2* Order no. C1*

e-66/1 1 002, 005, 010, 011 4-66-1-1xxx*

e-67/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-67-1-1xxx*

e-68/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-68-1-1xxx*

e-69/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-69-1-1xxx*

e-76/1 1 002, 005, 010, 011 4-76-1-1xxx*

e-77/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-77-1-1xxx*

e-78/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-78-1-1xxx*

e-79/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-79-1-1xxx*

Fineliners, rollerballs, gel rollers 

Article Contents Colours Order no. C2* Order no. C1*

e-85/3 3 001, 001, 003 assorted 4-85-3-1999

e-89/3 3 001 4-89-3-2001 4-89-3-1001

e-89/3 3 001–003 assorted 4-89-3-2099 4-89-3-1099

e-1700V/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-1700411xxx*

e-1700VG/1 1 053, 054 4-17004G11xxx*

e-2190/2 2 001 4-2190-2-1001

e-2190/2 2 001, 002 assorted 4-2190-2-1099

e-2190/2 2 001, 003 assorted 4-2190-2-1000

e-2190/4 4 001-004 assorted 4-2190-4

e-2190/7 7 053–055, 073, 074, 078, 079 assorted 4-2190-7

CD/DVD markers

Article Contents Colours Order no. C2* Order no. C1*

e-8400/1 1 001 4-8400-1-2001 4-8400-1-1001

e-8400/2 2 001 4-8400-2-1001

e-8400/3 3 001–003 Gift set 4-8400-3-2999 4-8400-3-1999

e-8400/4 4 001 4-8400-4-1001

e-8400/4 4 001–004 assorted 4-8400-4-12999 4-8400-4-1999

e-8500/1 1 001 4-8500-1-2001 4-8500-1-1001

e-8500/4 4 001 4-8500-4-1001

Correction pen, erasers

Article Contents Colours Order no. C2* Order no. C1*

e-7700/1 1 049 4-7700-1-2049 4-7700-1-1049

e-R 20/2 2 – 4-R20-2-1
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HOME/TRADES/DO-IT-YOURSELF

HOBBY AND DESIGN

Specialist markers

Article Contents Colours Order no. C2* Order no. C1*

e-950/1 1 001, 005, 049 4-950-1-1xxx*

e-8000/1 1 001 4-8000-1-2001 4-8000-1-1001

e-8040/1 1 001 4-8040-1-2001 4-8040-1-1001

e-8050/1 1 049 4-8050-1-2049 4-8050-1-1049

e-8150/1 1 000 4-8150-1-1

e-8200/1 1 026, 049 4-8200-1-2xxx* 4-8200-1-1xxx*

e-8280/1 1 100 4-8280-1-2100 4-8280-1-1100

e-8850/1 1 001 4-8850-1-1001

Permanent markers, mini highlighters 

Article Contents Colours Order no. C2* Order no. C1*

retract 11/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-11-1-1xxx*

e-2000/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-2000-1-1xxx*

e-2200/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-2200-1-1xxx*

e-400/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-400-1-2xxx* 4-400-1-1xxx*

e-400/4 4 001, 002, 003 4-400-4-1xxx*

e-400/4 4 001–004 assorted 4-400-4-1999

e-404/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-404-1-1xxx*

e-mini 0.5/4 S 4 001, 003, 014, 019 assorted in wallet 4-05-4-1

e-405/1 1 001 4-405-1-1001

e-347/2 2 064, 065, 066, 069 assorted 4-347-2-1999

e-2000C/3 3 001, 002, 003 4-2000C-3-xxx*

e-2000C/3 3 001–003 assorted 4-2000C-3-999

Paint markers, deco markers

Article Contents Colours Order no. C2* Order no. C1*

e-750/1 1 049, 053, 054, 055 4-750-1-2xxx* 4-750-1-1xxx*

e-750/2 2 053, 054 assorted 4-750-2-2999 4-750-2-1999

e-751/1 1 049, 053, 054, 055 4-751-1-2xxx* 4-751-1-1xxx*

e-751/2 2 053, 054 assorted 4-751-2-2999 4-751-2-1999

e-780/1 1 001, 049, 053, 054, 055 4-780-1-2xxx* 4-780-1-1xxx*

e-780/2 2 049 4-780-2-1049

e-780/2 2 053, 054 assorted 4-780-2-2999 4-780-2-1999

e-4000/1 1 002, 003, 005, 049, 053, 054 4-4000-1-2xxx* 4-4000-1-1xxx*

VISUAL COMMUNICATION

Boardmarkers

Article Contents Colours Order no. C2* Order no. C1*

e-retract 12/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-12-1-1xxx* 4-12-1-1xxx*

e-250/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-250-1-1xxx*

e-250/4 4 001 4-250-4-1001

e-250/4 4 001–004 assorted 4-250-4-2999 4-250-4-1999

e-360/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-360-1-2xxx* 4-360-1-1xxx*

e-360/4 4 001 4-360-4-2001 4-360-4-1001

e-361/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-361-1-2xxx* 4-361-1-1xxx*

e-361/4 4 001–004 assorted 4-361-4-1999

e-363/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004 4-363-1-1xxx*

e-363/4 4 001 4-363-4-1001

e-363/4 4 001–004 assorted 4-363-4-1999

e-725/5 5 049, 063, 064, 065, 069 4-725-5

CD/DVD markers

Article Contents Colours Order no. C2* Order no. C1*

e-8400/1 1 001 4-8400-1-2001 4-8400-1-1001

e-8400/2 2 001 4-8400-2-1001

e-8400/3 3 001–003 Gift set 4-8400-3-2999 4-8400-3-1999

e-8400/4 4 001 4-8400-4-1001

e-8400/4 4 001–004 assorted 4-8400-4-12999 4-8400-4-1999

e-8500/1 1 001 4-8500-1-2001 4-8500-1-1001

e-8500/4 4 001 4-8500-4-1001
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Textile markers, window markers

Article Contents Colours Order no. C2* Order no. C1*

e-4500/4 4 001–004 assorted 4-4500-4-1999

e-4090/1 1 001, 002, 003, 004, 007, 4-4090-1-2xxx* 4-4090-1-1xxx*

011, 049, 065, 066, 069 

e-4095/2 2 001-004, 049 4-4095-2-1xxx*

FACE PAINTER

Article Contents Colours Order no. C2* Order no. C1*

e-47/1 1 001-006, 049 assorted 4-47S-1-1

e-47 fun/1 1 001-006, 049 assorted 4-47F-1-1

Fibrepens, fineliners 

Article Contents Colours Order no. C2* Order no. C1*

e-1200/2 2 001, 002, 003 4-1200-2-2xxx* 4-1200-2-1xxx*

e-55/2 2 001, 002, 003 4-55-2-2xxx* 4-55-2-1xxx*

Gel rollers, high-tech fibrepens, erasers 

Article Contents Colours Order no. C2* Order no. C1*

e-2185/3 3 001, 002, 003 assorted 4-2185-3099

e-2185/3 3 053, 054, 055 assorted 4-2185-3

e-2185/5 5 001-004, 009 assorted 4-2185-5099

e-2185/5 5 053, 054, 073, 074, 079 assorted 4-2185-5999

e-2185/7 7 001-004, 008-010 assorted 4-2185-7099

e-2185/7 7 053-055, 073, 074, 078, 079 assorted 4-2185-7999

e-1800 0.1/1 1 001 4-180001-1-1001

e-1800 0.3/1 1 001 4-180003-1-1001

e-1800 0.5/1 1 001 4-180005-1-1001

e-R 20/2 2 – 4-R20-2-1

SCHOOL AND LEARNING

Mini trend, ink eraser

Article Contents Colours Order no. C2* Order no. C1*

e-347/2 2 064, 065, 066, 069 assorted 4-347-2-1999

e-348/2 2 002+003, 004+000 assorted 4-348-2-1999

e-1515/2 2 000+003 assorted 4-1515-2-2100 4-1515-2-1100

Gel rollers 

Article Contents Colours Order no. C2* Order no. C1*

e-2185/3 3 001, 002, 003 assorted 4-2185-3099

e-2185/3 3 053, 054, 055 assorted 4-2185-3999

e-2185/5 5 001-004, 009 assorted 4-2185-5099

e-2185/5 5 053, 054, 073, 074, 079 assorted 4-2185-5999

e-2185/7 7 001-004, 008-010 assorted 4-2185-7099

e-2185/7 7 053-055, 073, 074, 078, 079 assorted 4-2185-7999

Minimum order for all blister products = 10/carton. Exceptions: 

Blister products e-345, 500, 550, 800, 850, T25, 950, 4090, 4500, 8150, retract 11, rectract 12, rectract 34 = 6/carton, 

Blister products e-47 = 20/carton. Blister products e-2185 = 12 wallets/carton.
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They are clear to see, are customer-friendly and act as an 
incentive to buy: the displays available from edding are genuine 
eye catchers, designed to ensure ringing tills and plenty of 
activity at the POS. At a glance, they illustrate the possible 
uses of each product clearly and concisely. Making shopping 
a pleasure for your customers.

INDUSTRY

edding retract 11 permanent markers 

Display 50.598

Contents: 20 markers edding retract 11. 

Colours: 10x 001, 4x 002, 4x 003, 2x 004.

Dimensions: 280 x 185 x 226 mm* Order no. 4-50598

edding comfort 3 permanent markers 

Display 50.989

Contents: 30 markers edding comfort 3. 

Colours: 18x 001, 5x 002, 5x 003, 2x 004.

Dimensions: 160 x 145 x 240 mm* Order no. 4-50989 

DISPLAYS
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edding 2000/2200 permanent markers 

Display 51.005

Contents: 30 markers edding 2000 and 30 markers edding 2200. 

Colours edding 2000: 18x 001, 5x 002, 5x 003, 2x 004. 
Colours edding 2200: 18x 001, 5x 002, 5x 003, 2x 004. 

Dimensions: 320 x 145 x 240 mm* Order no. 4-51005

edding 750/751/753/780 paint markers  

Display 50.538

Contents: 22 markers edding 750, 26 markers edding 751, 
8 markers edding 753, 27 markers edding 780.

Colours edding 750: 2x 001, 1x 002–010, 2x 049, 3x 053, 3x 054, 3x 055. 
Colours edding 751: 3x 001, 1x 002–010, 2x 049, 4x 053, 4x 054, 4x 055. 
Colours edding 753: 4x 053, 4x 054. 
Colours edding 780: 4x 001, 2x 002–004, 3x 049, 5x 053, 5x 054, 4x 055.

Dimensions: 190 x 147 x 240 mm* Order no. 4-50538-1

edding 300/330 permanent markers 

Display 51.003

Contents: 28 markers edding 300 and 28 markers edding 330. 

Colours edding 300: 16x 001, 5x 002, 5x 003, 2x 004. 
Colours edding 330: 16x 001, 5x 002, 5x 003, 2x 004. 

Dimensions: 320 x 145 x 240 mm* Order no. 4-51003

edding retract 34 highlighters  

Display 51.512

Contents: 20 highlighters edding retract 34. 

Colours: 12x 005, 4x 009, 4x 011.

Dimensions: 280 x 185 x 226 mm* Order no. 4-51512 

edding 345 highlighters  

Display 50.491

Contents: 63 highlighters edding 345. 

Colours: 18x 005, 9x 006, 9x 009–012.

Dimensions: 290 x 220 x 395 mm* Order no. 4-50491

OFFICE
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edding 1700 VARIO fineliners  

Display 51.100

Contents: 20 fineliners edding 1700 VARIO. 

Barrel colour white, ink colours: 8x 001, 4x 002, 6x 003, 2x 004
+10 cartridges edding 1706 M VARIO, 
colours: 4x 001, 2x 002, 3x 003, 1x 004.

Dimensions: 280 x 185 x 226 mm* Order no. 4-51100

edding 1700 VARIO fineliners  

Display 51.108

Contents: 20 fineliners edding 1700 VARIO. 

Barrel colours/ink colours: red/6x 001, 4x 003, white/6x 001, 4x 003 
+10 cartridges edding 1706 M VARIO, 
colours: 5x 001, 5x 003.

Dimensions: 280 x 185 x 226 mm* Order no. 4-51108

edding 68/78 liners  

Display 50.982 (edding 68) 
Display 50.135 (edding 78) 

Contents: 40 fineliners edding 68/78. 

Colours: 16x 001, 6x 002, 16x 003, 2x 004.

Dimensions: 160 x 105 x 280 mm* (edding 68) Order no. 4-50982
(edding 78) Order no. 4-50135

edding 67/77 rollers 

Display 50.981 (edding 67) 
Display 50.134 (edding 77) 

Contents: 40 rollerpens edding 67/77. 

Colours: 16x 001, 6x 002, 16x 003, 2x 004.

Dimensions: 160 x 105 x 280 mm* (edding 67) Order no. 4-50981
(edding 77) Order no. 4-50134

edding 69/79 microtec  

Display 50.983 (edding 69) 
Display 50.136 (edding 79) 

Contents: 40 rollerballs edding 69/79.

Colours: 16x 001, 6x 002, 16x 003, 2x 004.

Dimensions: 160 x 105 x 280 mm* (edding 69) Order no. 4-50983
(edding 79) Order no. 4-50136

edding 66/76 highlighters 

Display 50.980 (edding 66) 
Display 50.252 (edding 76) 

Contents: 40 highlighters edding 66/76. 

Colours: 8x 002, 16x 005, 8x 010, 8x 011.

Dimensions: 160 x 105 x 280 mm* (edding 66) Order no. 4-50980
(edding 76) Order no. 4-50252



55* = Display dimensions in mm width x depth x height · Colour chart see on page 63.

edding 1700 VARIO rollers  

Display 51.102

Contents: 20 rollers edding 1700 VARIO.

Barrel colour black, ink colours: 8x 001, 4x 002, 6x 003, 2x 004
+10 cartridges edding 1707 R VARIO, 
colours: 4x 001, 2x 002, 3x 003, 1x 004.

Dimensions: 280 x 185 x 226 mm* Order no. 4-51102

edding 1700 VARIO gel  

Display 51.103

Contents: 20 gel rollers edding 1700 VARIO gel (standard).

Barrel colour transparent, ink colours: 8x 001, 4x 002, 6x 003, 2x 004
+10 cartridges edding 1708 VARIO gel, 
colours: 4x 001, 2x 002, 3x 003, 1x 004.

Dimensions: 280 x 185 x 226 mm* Order no. 4-51103

edding 1700 VARIO gel  

Display 51.104

Contents: 20 gel rollers edding 1700 VARIO gel (metallic).

Barrel colour transparent, ink colours: 5x 053, 5x 054, 2x 055, 2x 073, 2x 074, 2x 078, 2x 079
+10 cartridges edding 1708 VARIO gel, 
colours: 3x 053, 2x 054, 1x 055, 1x 073, 1x 074, 1x 078, 1x 079.

Dimensions: 280 x 185 x 226 mm* Order no. 4-51104

edding 1700 VARIO gel  

Display 51.105

Contents: 20 gel rollers edding 1700 VARIO gel (gold/silver/copper). 

Barrel colour transparent, ink colours: 8x 053, 7x 054, 5x 055
+10 cartridges edding 1708 VARIO gel, 
colours: 4x 053, 4x 054, 2x 055.

Dimensions: 280 x 185 x 226 mm* Order no. 4-51105

edding 2190 gel rollers  

Display 51.046

Contents: 132 gel rollers edding 2190. 

Colours: 12x 001–004, 12x 053–055, 12x 073, 12x 074, 12x 078, 12x 079.

Dimensions: 142 x 155 x 340 mm* Order no. 4-51046

edding 2190 gel rollers  

Display 51.047

Contents: 44 gel rollers edding 2190. 

Colours: 20x 053, 20x 054, 4x 055. 

Dimensions: 210 x 83 x 300 mm* Order no. 4-51047

edding 2190 gel rollers  

Display 51.048

Contents: 44 gel rollers edding 2190. 

Colours: 10x 053, 10x 054, 5x 055, 5x 073, 5x 074, 4x 078, 5x 079. 

Dimensions: 210 x 83 x 300 mm* Order no. 4-51048



* = Display dimensions in mm width x depth x height · Colour chart see on page 63.56

edding 2190 gel rollers  

Display 51.049

Contents: 44 gel rollers edding 2190. 

Colours: 16x 001, 8x 002, 15x 003, 5x 004. 

Dimensions: 210 x 83 x 300 mm* Order no. 4-51049

edding 30/33 brilliant paper markers  

Display 50.132

Contents: 25 markers edding 30 and 15 markers edding 33. 

Colours edding 30: 15x 001, 4x 002, 4x 003, 2x 004. 
Colours edding 33: 7x 001, 3x 002, 3x 003, 2x 004. 

Dimensions: 155 x 170 x 280 mm* Order no. 4-50132

edding 7700 correction pens  

Display 50.935

Contents: 28 correction pens edding 7700.

Colour: 049.

Dimensions: 210 x 83 x 300 mm* Order no. 4-50935

VISUAL COMMUNICATION

edding retract 12 whiteboard markers 

Display 50.547

Contents: 20 markers edding retract 12. 

Colours: 10x 001, 4x 002, 4x 003, 2x 004.

Dimensions: 280 x 185 x 226 mm* Order no. 4-50547

edding 250 board markers 

Display 50.337

Contents: 48 markers edding 250. 

Colours: 20x 001, 10x 002, 12x 003, 6x 004.

Dimensions: 165 x 145 x 245 mm* Order no. 4-50337

edding comfort 2 whiteboard markers 

Display 50.988

Contents: 30 markers edding comfort 2. 

Colours: 18x 001, 5x 002, 5x 003, 2x 004.

Dimensions: 160 x 145 x 240 mm* Order no. 4-50988 



57* = Display dimensions in mm width x depth x height · Colour chart see on page 63.

edding 8400 cd/dvd markers  

Display 50.317

Contents: 50 markers edding 8400.

Colour: 001.

Dimensions: 200 x 160 x 270 mm* Order no. 4-50317

edding 8400 cd/dvd markers  

Display 50.318

Contents: 50 markers edding 8400.

Colours: 25x 001, 10x 002, 10x 003, 5x 004.

Dimensions: 200 x 160 x 270 mm* Order no. 4-50318

HOME/TRADES/DO-IT-YOURSELF

edding 8400 cd/dvd marker sets  

Display 50.320

Contents: 10 Sets edding 8400/4 S. 

1 Set contains 4 edding 8400 cd/dvd markers,
colours: 1x 001, 1x 002, 1x 003, 1x 004.

Dimensions: 200 x 160 x 270 mm* Order no. 4-50320

edding 8500 RW cd/dvd markers non-permanent

Display 50.385

Contents: 50 markers edding 8500 RW. 

Colour: 001.

Dimensions: 200 x 160 x 270 mm* Order no. 4-50385

edding mini markers 0.5 

Display 51.085

Contents: 60 edding mini markers 0.5. 

Colours: 22x 001, 10x 003, 8x 008, 5x 014, 7x 019, 8x 065.

Dimensions: 110 x 175 x 160 mm* Order no. 4-51085

edding 405 penmarkers

Display 50.998

Contents: 30 penmarkers edding 405. 

Colours: 20x 001, 5x 002, 5x 003 + 25 leaflets. 

Dimensions: 160 x 155 x 240 mm* Order no. 4-50998

edding 347 mini highlighters  

Display 51.044

Contents: 45 sets edding 347 mini highlighter. 

1 set = 2 mini highlighters = 4 colours.
Colours: 064/neon-green+065/neon-yellow, 066/neon-orange+069/neon-pink.

Dimensions: 130 x 230 x 210 mm* Order no. 4-51044



* = Display dimensions in mm width x depth x height · Colour chart see on page 63.58

edding 750/751/753/780 paint markers Xmas

Display 51.116

Contents: 10 markers edding 750, 27 markers edding 751, 11 markers edding 753, 42 markers edding 780.

Colours edding 750: 2x 049, 3x 053, 3x 054, 2x 055. 
Colours edding 751: 4x 049, 9x 053, 9x 054, 5x 055. 
Colours edding 753: 7x 053, 4x 054. 
Colours edding 780: 11x 049, 10x 053, 13x 054, 8x 055.

Dimensions: 215 x 185 x 290 mm* Order no. 4-51116

edding 4000/4040 deco markers  

Display 50.536

Contents: 20 markers edding 4000 and 20 markers edding 4040.

Colours edding 4000: 2x 001–005, 1x 006–009, 2x 049, 2x 053, 2x 054. 
Colours edding 4040: 2x 001–005, 1x 006–009, 2x 049, 2x 053, 2x 054.

Dimensions: 142 x 145 x 243 mm* Order no. 4-50536-1

edding 4500 T-shirt markers

Display 50.441

Contents: 60 markers edding 4500. 

Colours assorted: 001–012, 016, 019, 033, 034 and 
neon colours: 065, 066, 068, 069. 

Dimensions: 150 x 140 x 270 mm* Order no. 4-50441-2

edding 4500 T-shirt marker sets  

Display 50.444

Contents: 10 sets edding 4500/5 S. 

Each set contains 5 edding 4500 markers,
colours: 001–005.

Dimensions: 178 x 148 x 260 mm* Order no. 4-50444-2

edding 4600 T-shirt pens  

Display 50.442

Contents: 100 markers edding 4600. 

Colours assorted: 001–012, 016, 019, 033, 034 and 
neon colours: 065, 066, 068, 069. 

Dimensions: 155 x 170 x 265 mm* Order no. 4-50442-2

edding 4600 T-shirt pen sets  

Display 50.445

Contents: 10 sets edding 4600/10 S. 

Each set contains 10 edding 4600 pens,
colours: 001–010.

Dimensions: 120 x 176 x 335 mm* Order no. 4-50445-2

edding 4500 T-shirt markers floor display  

Display 50.168 (empty)
Display 50.443 (only stock)

Contents: 150 markers edding 4500. 

Colours assorted: 001–012, 016, 019, 033, 034 and 
neon colours: 065, 066, 068, 069. 

Dimensions: 430 x 430 x 1680 mm* Order no. (empty) 4-50168
Order no. (only stock) 4-50443

HOBBY AND DESIGN



59* = Display dimensions in mm width x depth x height · Colour chart see on page 63.

edding 4090/4095 window markers  

Display 50.533

Contents: 20 markers edding 4090 and 24 markers edding 4095.

Colours edding 4090: 2x 001–004, 2x 007, 2x 011, 2x 049, 2x 065, 2x 066, 2x 069. 
Colours edding 4095: 10x 001, 3x 002–004, 5x 049.

Dimensions: 218 x 163 x 283 mm* Order no. 4-50533-2

edding 47 FACE PAINTER  

Unit packaging: 20 blistercards edding 47/1 .

Each blistercard contains 7 edding face paint colours. 
Colours: 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006, 049.

Dimensions: 197 x 208 x 218 mm* Order no. 4-47S-1-1

edding 47 FACE PAINTER fun  

Unit packaging: 10 blistercards edding 47F/1 .

Each blistercard contains 7 edding face paint colours. 
Colours: 001, 002, 003, 004, 005, 006, 049.

Dimensions: 137 x 108 x 395 mm* Order no. 4-47F-1-1

edding 1200 color pens 

Display 50.470

Contents: 100 color pens edding 1200. 

Colours: 20x 001, 15x 002, 11x 003, 4x 004, 
10x 064, 20x 065, 10x 066, 10x 069.

Dimensions: 165 x 105 x 285 mm* Order no. 4-50470

edding 1200 color pens  

Display 51.070

Contents: 72 color pens edding 1200. 

Colours: 16x 001, 7x 031, 7x 032, 7x 035, 7x 041, 7x 210, 7x 240, 7x 350, 7x 555.

Dimensions: 210 x 83 x 300 mm* Order no. 4-51070

edding 1200 color pens  

Display 51.071

Contents: 100 color pens edding 1200. 

Colours: 8x 001, 5x 002, 7x 003, 20x 031, 20x 032, 20x 035, 20x 041. 

Dimensions: 165 x 105 x 285 mm* Order no. 4-51071

edding 1255 calligraphy pens  

Display 50.995

Contents: 36 calligraphy pens edding 1255. 

Colours: 18x 001 (9x 2.0, 5x 3.5, 4x 5.0 mm), 6x 002 (2x 2.0, 2x 3.5, 2x 5.0 mm),
6x 003 (2x 2.0, 2x 3.5, 2x 5.0 mm), 6x 018 (2x 2.0, 2x 3.5, 2x 5.0 mm),
6 sets edding 1255/3 S, colour 001.

Dimensions: 210 x 83 x 300 mm* Order no. 4-50995



* = Display dimensions in mm width x depth x height · Colour chart see on page 63.60

edding 2185 crystaljelly 

Display 50.926

Contents: 65 gel rollers edding 2185. 

Colours: 20x 053, 25x 054, 20x 055.

Dimensions: 210 x 83 x 300 mm* Order no. 4-50926

edding children’s fibre-tip pen sets

Display 50.209

Contents: 2 sets edding 1010/6 S, 2 sets edding 1010/12 S, 4 tubs edding 1010/24 S.
6 sets edding 1111/6 S, 6 sets edding 1111/10 S, 
6 sets edding 1414/6 S, 6 sets edding 1414/10 S.

Dimensions: 325 x 250 x 390 mm* Order no. 4-50209-1

edding 2185 crystaljelly 

Display 51.041

Contents: 65 gel rollers edding 2185. 

Colours: 18x 001, 8x 002, 17x 003, 4x 004, 4x 008, 4x 009, 4x 010, 3x 135, 3x 136.

Dimensions: 210 x 83 x 300 mm* Order no. 4-51041

edding 2185 crystaljelly 

Display 51.042

Contents: 65 gel rollers edding 2185. 

Colours: 19x 053, 16x 054, 6x 055, 4x 073, 4x 074, 4x 078, 4x 079, 4x 135, 4x 136. 

Dimensions: 210 x 83 x 300 mm* Order no. 4-51042

edding 2185 crystaljelly 

Display 51.043

Contents: 144 gel rollers edding 2185. 

Colours: 20x 001, 8x 002, 19x 003, 5x 004, 5x 008, 5x 009, 5x 010, 
20x 053, 20x 054, 7x 055, 5x 073, 5x 074, 5x 078, 5x 079, 5x 135, 5x 136.

Dimensions: 113 x 152 x 470 mm* Order no. 4-51043

edding erasers

Display 50.605

Contents: 47 edding erasers.

5x edding R 10, 20x edding R 20, 10x edding DR 15, 12x edding DR 20. 

Dimensions: 290 x 185 x 165 mm* Order no. 4-50605

CHILDREN

edding 1313 wonder markers

Display 50.232

Contents: 16 sets edding 1313/10 S.
Each set contains 9+1 wonder marker edding 1313,
colours: 1x 001–005, 1x 007, 1x 008, 1x 011, 1x 019 and 1 colour-change marker.

Dimensions: 297 x 133 x 137 mm* Order no. 4-50232



61* = Display dimensions in mm width x depth x height · Colour chart see on page 63.

edding 347 mini highlighters  

Display 51.044

Contents: 45 sets edding 347 mini highlighter. 

1 set = 2 mini highlighters = 4 colours.
Colours: 064/neon-green+065/neon-yellow, 066/neon-orange+069/neon-pink.

Dimensions: 130 x 230 x 210 mm* Order no. 4-51044

edding 348 mini tigers

Display 51.081 

Contents: 45 sets edding 348 mini tiger. 

1 set = 2 mini tigers = 3 colours and 1 colour-change pen.
Colours: 002/red+003/blue, 004/green+000/colour-change pen.

Dimensions: 130 x 230 x 210 mm* Order no. 4-51081

SCHOOL AND LEARNING

edding ACTIVE SHOP

Detailed information about the edding 
active shop system can be obtained on request.

Paint marker module

Marker module

Examples: Active shopCompartment display 
for writing instruments

Dispenser display 
for writing instruments
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Characteristics: 
permanent 
non-permanent 
water-resistant 
weather proof 
smudge-proof 
can be wiped with a damp cloth 
dry wipeable 
wash resistant 
heat resistant up to 100°C 
lightfast 
dries quickly 
opaque 
low-odour 
neutral smell 
ink will not bleed through paper 
can be left temporarily with the cap off 
water-based ink 

Properties: 
Virtually all surfaces 
Foil 
Smooth surfaces 
Glass 
Wood 
Cardboard / dark paper 
Cardboard / light paper 
Plastic / rubber 
Leather 
Metal / sheet metal 
Porcelain / pottery / terracotta 
Stone / concrete 
Polystyrene 
Textiles / laundry 
Whiteboards 

Characteristics:

opaque 
extremely lightfast 
low-corrosion marking 
permanent 
dries quickly 
wash resistant 
water-resistant 
smudge-proof 

Properties: 

Aluminium / sheet metal 
Concrete / stone
CD-blanks / CD-ROMs / DVDs
Iron / steel
Virtually all surfaces
Freezer bags / containers 
Glass 
Rubber 
Rubber seals 
Skin
Wood
Plastic
Metal 
Tyres 
X-ray films / microfilms 
Textiles / laundry 

edding CD/DVD and
specialist markers
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We reserve the right to make changes to the models featured in this catalogue since the edding range is continually being updated. Alteration to our products by any kind of 
repackaging, e.g. blister, shrink-pack etc., is only permitted with our explicit consent. We cannot accept responsibility for any typing errors.

Refillable. Water-based ink. Barrel made of aluminium.

Ventilated cap as specified 
by ISO 11540.

Cap can be left off for the length of time 
indicated. The cap off time has been 
tested under laboratory conditions.

Blister packaged. Cap diam. larger than 16 mm, therefore 
no ventilation as per ISO 11540 necessary.

KEY TO SYMBOLS

002. red001. black 003. blue 004. green 005. yellow 006. orange 007. brown 008. violet

009. pink 011. light green010. light blue 012. grey 013. ochre 014. turquoise 015. olive green 016. light orange

017. steel blue 018. dark brown 019. carmine red 020. magenta 021. dark grey 022. lemon yellow 025. bottle green 026. silver grey

027. olive brown 028. english red 029. prussian blue 030. rosewood 031. pale violet 032. laurel green 033. orient blue 034. pale green

036. manganese blue 038. oyster 040. brownish grey035. coral pink 041. blue grey 043. brilliant yellow 045. sepia 046. crimson lake

048. leaf green 049. white 053. gold 054. silver 055. copper 063. neon-blue 065. neon-yellow064. neon-green

135. pastel yellow079. pink metallic066. neon-orange 068. neon-violet 069. neon-pink 073. dark blue metallic 074. green metallic 078. violet metallic

136. pastel orange 210. gold ochre 240. brick red 350. lavender 555. light olive green

COLOUR CHART

Printing on paper does not give exact reproduction of the ink colours.
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edding International GmbH 
Bookkoppel 7 · D-22926 Ahrensburg 
Tel. +49 4102/808-0 · Fax +49 4102/808-169
E-Mail: info@edding.de · www.edding.com
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